Temperature and pH dependence of the metarhodopsin I-metarhodopsin II kinetics and equilibria in bovine rod disk membrane suspensions.
The kinetics of the relaxation of bleached bovine rod disk membrane suspensions from metarhodopsin I into the equilibrium between metarhodopsins I and II were determined at pHs between 5.9 and 8.1 and at temperatures between -1 and 15 degrees C. From these data, thermodynamic equations were generated by two-way linear regression that simultaneously describe the functional dependence on pH and temperature of the pseudo-first-order and true forward rate constants, the reverse and observed rate constants, and the equilibrium constant. Using these equations, we obtained the thermodynamic parameters and the apparent net proton uptake for the transitions from metarhodopsin I to metarhodopsin II and from metarhodopsin I to the activated intermediate. The reversibility of this equilibrium and the effect of aging of the preparation on the measured rate constants were investigated.